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• Rock "ideo/~ 

the return to 
film's first prinCiples 
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by Sam Zero 
even if it were there would be the expressive cuts from one image to the and computers. It can inform, teach and 
movie's still fram e to which it would next in a desperate attempt to stimulate entertain. Video is very much a 'popular' 
relate. The sound on video is even more the audience beyond the music and m edium borrowing its output from its 
like the radio or the amplified speaker lyrics. But the beat goes on in promi- immediate surroundings and changing 
than film sound. The colour and com- nence. Rock moves with a constant with the times. 

The rock video has been getting a great 
deal of press and air time recently. In 
the October issue of Cinema Canada, 
John Harkness has even -attempted, 
however prematurely, to define a mor
phology for this new genre which 
necessarily borrows from every previous 
medium while finding its own par
ticular characteristics . Genre, then, is 
the essential factor Harkness fails to dis-

positional aspects of both media will rhythm cut, intervvoven with rifts and Video is the natural medium for th e 
always parallel painting. But RVs have synthetic sounds, and these elements visual expression of rock. Since rock'n'roll 
managed to rescue from all of this the are the showcase items along with the first hit th e music scene it has alw ays 
one aspect of visual style that makes performing stars. The directors and affe cted or reflected popular social 
film II use film for obvious reasons ) dif- e,ditors of the videos themselves have trends, and quite often caused' some. 
ferent from any of its feeder forms . adopted an appropriatE( rhythmic style, Rock has, like television , seldom set out 

cover: the characteristic entity of rock 
video's attempts to discover genres 
within the formal whole. This in-
trinsic value of the RV is inherent both 
in rock'n'roll and in the first principles 
of the two-dimensional moving image, 
as Harkness shows in his historical 

It has been said that film started as an fast and forever changing, like Dziga to be too political or philosophical. It is 
attempt to increase the reality and Vertov's Man With a Movie Camera. only recently with th e ever-increas ing 
immediaten ess of an image. (Film, here, What th ey appear to lack is the ability to popularity of the anti-nuclear and th e 
is that transitory object layered with bring the depth of imagery to any potent w elcome reali zation of the political 
emulsion that captures an event in still, level of connected association - it force behind women's iss ues, that rock 
deathlike, exactitude.) The photogra ph). inevit~bly serves to make the songs has begun to take these things into its 
of course, opened new p a ths fm> f()rJ .. mOF;~ I'~ngible and the image more for- repertoire, expanding beyond th e sim-
malistic painting and e*£~riTI)entaH()p.i' gettapl&, Ther~ i.1> ~ ep;e~~d~i'\I .. ~feffect- NPle d ed babybaby-Iust, brutality, 
in the 'finer arts' beC<lUs,e apol1T~it or Oriented imagel.'yinl}Vs: breakin gtele;' w'c . i diot songs, which unfor-
landscape could be 'ta~eh' altseen a t1d phoJ)-¢ rticej'4~.rs,eXtreme clos.e-ups ' (}J) . exist unless some W. 
often hand-tinted latt;lf. At tl).ese eat'ly eyes, and sidewall{squares th~lHgl1t up, ; ' n take place. 
stages, studies of mdt~9n WHt'8 made but they maintai&.<a. . ~trictlvsurface ·' s taken on these 
':and toys of various descriptions- Were Vahl() Jbat J~aW; · · ever b~ck to . the 
f1nv4ttted to create the illusion of motion musician,the musicilod .the lyric, 0, 
Fl.naltv ,1,he celluloid strip armved and ' destI'{)ystheseth.r~e el~m~nts for the realized 

.. Ley Kuleshoi in .~,tp~~till , ,p1aqktind iyhH.e, ilna.ge~am(},tp t:.~ h.sten~.r ,'bydrll!lnJ)jnS i up ~ contr<ll'Y . this · 
re,'olutionarl~'ll.ussiit'n· fUn.llnak~ . ,'::l'Hfti:c' it moved, Th(lre .' nq.thirtgnlpre :\\.i suq! aS$u()ia~tons .' thoseimagine!:i ·; thes.e 

d video, have 
nity . Perhaps 
lp insure that 

thatcaTi'fe~ iis ceTl'!r~..tofi1ruthan ontt.~ir;,tp«t.'jt,~~'!lc~i;\kJ10f.1;l,~h~j,~P:1. tl~" C;.e'COI'a 
iUbnurt, ithilSa t;; t09oglj :a. r • • f~qJ?t or pact dr h e rock VISUdJ~f,£!Jd5!'l . '''' 
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teristic of a burgeoning form . 

~: ~:~l~~~~~h~: ~~~~~:~ ..... ,;~~~a i~~_rr~~2'a~tf~~:~~iAqrat' irSinct!PtilJnfiOrlUD yea~: 
!ion.1 The thing that is is the various 'lnt6"~naLprOcess~soft~e ago, musicians wi ose 
that there is nothing intrinsically 'video' mind em bodi'wtlfl¥dnfeflec:V>-andemm, ···· witlifiittl1.tlgtfs ::iiini : istic 
about RVs, yet. They are still entrenched tion, and one has discovered the tools of approach is a key process in the creation 
in the cinematic- that is, they find their cinema, The celluloid strip moves with of audio-visual works of any note. Yet, 
fuel for expression, or expressionless- a constant rhythm through the projector there is the question of the video 
ness, in aspects of creation that are not (or the tape through the VRC) , the per- medium taking on its own personality 
particular to video but to film. Thus it is ceiving eye's persistence of vision trans- separate from radio, painting, theatre, 
too soon to translate the RV genre into a forms the still frames into moving pic- photography, and film . Outside of com
theory of its form and structure before tures, and the events that pass on the puter graphics, the effects of which can 
detennining whether that structure is screen form intellectual and/or emo- be accomplished through animation on 
capable of being studied through any tional associations in the viewer. Change film, video has little to call its own. It is, 
characteristic that makes the language is the essential factor in the effect of film in a sense, in a vacuum surrounded by 
ofthat structure particular to it: is there be it slow, such as is witnessed in Andy the rest of the forms of cultural com
a video morpheme? Warhol's Sleep and Empire State, or munication, not the least of which is 

As Harkness points out, most RVs do sudden, such as the exploding violence film, There is one central difference, 
not even attempt to find one. However, of a great many contemporary pictures, however, which is linked to videos 
it is possible to discover an intrinsic, oracombinationofboth.Itisnowonder dwelling within this identity vacuum. 
though 'cinematic, characteristic that is then that Lev Kuleshov, after seeing the After the video image has made the 
particular to rock video and has its roots American's use of editing, adopted the trek through the wires to the picture 
firmly planted in visual history. In so principles of montage as the single most tube, it is projected via cathode rays 
doing it may become possible for the cinematic characteristic of film and through the vacuum to the screen. This 
video creator to attack the medium's experimented with it with students like entire process is immediate and th e 
form and find in it an expressive factor Pudovkin and Eisenstein. The edit is a image has begun its motion even as the 
that video as a medium can bring forth; sudden, often imperceptible change video lines are beamed onto the screen. 
I feel, however, that they will be hard within the slower transient nature of It is faster, in every way, than film : cost, 
pressed to find one. The video line, the celluloid strip, The edit allowed production to screen time, editing and 
unlike the film frame is not perceptible jumps in time and place and, as Kuleshov accessibility ; one need not get dressed 
as a coherent image to an audience, and theorized and Eisenstein and Pudovkin and go out to see video. Video incor-

proved, intellectual and emotional porates all previous media and reaches 
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stimuli by pacing, image construction every possible audience. It is a means of 
and montage. communication between people and 

The rock video is packed with these other people, nation and nation, people 
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In this affinity between rock and 
video lies the all-e ncompassing entity 
tha t is the morpheme of video and video 
technology : the single fac tor that can 
create or destroy an effective com
munication. For yea rs both have in
filtrated the cultural strata and now that 
video is becoming a central forc e in 
communications, the rock in dustry is 
using it to sell. But because each is a 
universalizing social phenome na, th e 
sudden world-wide accessibilitv to 
both, through the sate llite dish; has 
brought them under th e c ritical eye , 
which tests the valu e of that which has 
th e pote ntial to be m eaningful. Video 
and rock h ave a lways had that potentia l 
by their ever-prese nt influe nce on th e 
modern socie ty. It is in this social sph ere 
that video find s its pe rson a lit, : its own 
part icular stre ngth . The tra n sient 
vacuous identities of video and rock 
assure them creati\'e immorta lity . They 
achieve this qua lity in their situa ti on as 
culturally affected and effective entities. 
It has come tim e to take a close r practical 
look a t each of th e m w ithin tha t fram e
work. In doing so it will de mand of them 
a culturally'-responsible creativity. • 

• It is important to understand tha t by 
culture I m ean the whole breadth of soc ial 
action - a point of semiology too often for
gotten for an eliti st understanding of the 
word as art . 
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